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Northeast Indiana is a region on the move.

In this corner of the heartland, more of our

THE GREAT ESCAPE

Our narrative is changing, and it’s changing

people are making a great living and a great

Northeast Indiana Lakes

because so many of your stories are being

story to go along with it. Here, you set the

Made Here. And with the compilation of these

pace for living your life. You can live up in

inspiring stories, the culture begins to shift.

the skyline or out in wide-open space. You

While we’ve always been hard-working and

can escape to the lakes or indulge in history.

EVERY COMMUNITY’S SOUL

family-friendly, this region realizes those

Whether it’s your favorite band on a weekday

Our County Fairs

are not our only positive attributes worth

night or farm-to-fork five-star dining in a

highlighting. We’re embracing and celebrating

country setting you’re after:

OUT OF THE PARK
Our Big Time Sports

A PLACE FOR MEMORIES
Our Famous Children’s Zoo
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quality of life to match. From outdoor activities
to cultural diversity, peace and quiet to rock
and roll, Northeast Indiana has the assets
you need to write the next chapter—a better
chapter—of your story.

You’ll find it in
Northeast Indiana.

AMISH BACKROADS
This Is Shipshewana

YOU’VE GOT TO HEAR IT LIVE
A World-Class Symphony

MAKING THE SCENE
Live Music, Last Call

This community is open and accessible; you will discover
so much to do and be a part of that you’ll have to make difficult
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our proven ability to provide challenging
professional opportunities and an incredible

THIS IS
NORTHEAST
INDIANA.
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decisions: which nonprofits to support, which organizations to
join, how you’ll choose to have fun, how you’ll make a difference. In
Northeast Indiana:

Your story will
become our story.

You will join friends and neighbors committed to being a part of
something larger than themselves—people who are ambitious and
optimistic about the future. The region is made up of energized,
friendly, dedicated folks working to make our home, and our lives,
even better. Our region is what we make it and it offers ample

26

opportunity to have an impact. Our story is Made Here.

VOICES OF UNITY YOUTH CHOIR

A Taste of Our Cultural Scene
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FORT WAYNE BALLET

A Taste of Our Cultural Scene

Sometimes, you need vibrant. No matter

paintings, pottery and jewelry from diverse

how much you enjoy your career, the memos

regional artists. You can meet poets, nonprofit

and emails and meetings can turn dull. You

leaders and youth theatre companies; see the

need culture and diversity. An opportunity
to experience the new and novel. Enter the
Downtown Arts Campus in the Cultural
District. It’s that place you go when you want
to see new faces, when you want to meet new

Arts United is the third oldest
united not-for-profit arts fund
in the United States!
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neighbors; when you feel the need to try new
foods, listen to music you have never heard

ballet, take in a gallery opening, hear a world-

before, see a performance you never could have

renowned choir or bite into a local gourmet

dreamed up. It combats the ordinary. And, the

hot dog. It’s a weekend of family fun that ends

Arts Campus has welcomed a new regional

with Dessert, the official after-party, for adults:

tradition: Taste of the Arts. It’s a celebration of

local bands and restaurants serving up music

music, food, art, dance and theatre, and it kicks

and food and drinks, perfect for relaxing and

the idea of local flavor up a notch. At Taste of

soaking in the vibrant day and another story

the Arts, you can join the community-created

Made Here.

art exhibition. You can buy photography,

TASTE OF THE ARTS,
DOWNTOWN FORT WAYNE
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TRAILS AND MORE

FOSTER PARK, FORT WAYNE

MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAILS AT MORSCHES PARK, COLUMBIA CITY

TRAILS AND MORE

Remember that time you flew down the

Sweating, building your muscles, making your

hills, wind in your face, over rocks and roots?

lungs scream and your heart pound. Here,

Maybe you were on foot, maybe on wheels. But

being active isn’t just a hobby. It’s a way of life

even as sore as you were afterward, you were

celebrated by the thousands who run, push

looking forward to the next time you could fly.
In Northeast Indiana, next time could be as
soon as you step out of the office or your front
door for your Fort4Fitness training or getting
to and from work and home. With nearly

yourstorymadehere.com

a hundred miles of trails ranging from

Fort Wayne Trails’ everexpanding network of
trails is 68-miles strong—
and growing.

mountain bike pathways, urban asphalt bike
lanes and wide sidewalks, you can wind your

and walk in races across the region; commute

way through trees, across the rivers, between

to work on anything less than four wheels; or

the blocks that make up the skyline, or down a

take to the trails with the family in tow every

train-track wide path that once carried steam

weekend.

engines—either for a few miles or a few hours.

FORT4FITNESS, FORT WAYNE
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AUBURN CORD DUESENBERG FESTIVAL

AUCTIONS AMERICA AUCTION PARK, AUBURN

AUBURN CORD DUESENBERG MUSEUM, AUBURN

AUBURN CORD DUESENBERG FESTIVAL

Thousands of fans, and classic cars, roll

your everyday. Others, like these classic cars,

out each Labor Day weekend for the Auburn

drive out of garages and museums once a year

Cord Duesenberg Festival. The festival kicks

in celebration of their part in the history of

off with auctions, cruise-ins, contests and

American-made machines. Then, each festival

reunions. At the center of it all, you’ll find
Auburns, Cords and Duesenbergs, once made
right here in Northeast Indiana. Known for
their advanced engineering and remarkable
design, these pre-World War II cars live in a
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stunning Art Deco building that once housed
the Auburn Car Company’s headquarters.
Among the stories in Northeast Indiana,
there

are

things—products,

200,000 people—from
all over the world—
participated in the 2012
Auburn Cord Duesenberg
Festival and auctions.

innovations,

weekend, the parades and cruise-ins send the

history—Made Here as well. Some of the

wheels rolling throughout Northeast Indiana,

innovations with beginnings in our region,

retelling the great stories Made Here.

like the television or the gas pump, are part of
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DOWNTOWN FORT WAYNE HAPPENINGS

PARKVIEW FIELD, FORT WAYNE

J K O’DONNELL’S, FORT WAYNE

DOWNTOWN FORT WAYNE HAPPENINGS

You might be surprised to learn you can

parks, and wave to neighbors, friends and

go without a car for the day in downtown

coworkers dining al fresco. The city becomes

Fort Wayne. The abundant sidewalks and

your city, full of your favorite places to go,

bike lanes allow for a short walk or ride from

full of your stories waiting to be made.

the apartment to dinner on the river. It’s
easy to get from the ballpark, to drinks, to

yourstorymadehere.com

BUSKERFEST, DOWNTOWN FORT WAYNE

the outdoor concert. Take a quick trip to the
farmers’ market, to a museum, to a movie.
Wander a few blocks to the pop-up galleries
and block parties and back home again. On
two feet or two wheels, the city takes on a
human scale as you pass storefronts and

Fort Wayne is a three-time
All-America City winner,
and ranked one of the “Best
Cities in the Nation” by the
National League of Cities.

LOCAL AGRICULTURE & UNIQUE DINING
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JOSEPH DECUIS WAGYU FARM, COLUMBIA CITY

LOCAL AGRICULTURE & UNIQUE DINING

Sustainable is not just a buzzword, and

restaurants and cafés that are breaking the

Northeast Indiana is not just a part of the

mold with every new recipe. You’ll learn how

trend—we’re leading it. You’ll see it as soon

to eat seasonally again as you pick your own

as you sit down to a Hungry Farmer Wagyu

strawberries and watch the market wares

burger at Joseph Decuis’ Emporium on Main

turn from summer’s ripe peaches to fall’s crisp

Street in Roanoke, or a Farm-to-Fork Organic
Wine Dinner at the Joseph Decuis Wagyu Farm.
Getting back to the roots of natural foods is
important here. In fact, Joseph Decuis is the
only restaurant in America raising its own
Wagyu beef from start to finish. Yet, it joins a

yourstorymadehere.com

legion of other Northeast Indiana farms also
committed to natural, drug-free, humane

Every year since 2006,
Wine Spectator magazine
has lauded Joseph Decuis
with its “Best of Award of
Excellence.”

practices in producing fruits, vegetables and

apples. The region’s bounty allows us to set the

other meats. And what’s best, you can find

table for any story Made Here and gives us

these farms and their local meat and produce

access to some of the best and freshest food

at farmers’ markets across the region, any

you’ve ever tasted.

day of the week, and in like-minded, gourmet

JOSEPH DECUIS RESTAURANT, ROANOKE
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NORTHEAST INDIANA LAKES

LAKE JAMES, ANGOLA
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NORTHEAST INDIANA LAKES

Wherever your Northeast Indiana lakes

mismatched patio furniture, arguing and

story starts—on James or Sylvan or Crooked—

laughing about whether Mom reneged in

you’ll find air, water and horizon, far away

Euchre, again. Lounge chairs and paperbacks;

from the city, the suburbs and the farmland.

skis and sails; sunburns and tan lines. Cruises

It’s every Saturday and Sunday, Friday if you’re

that require swimsuits topped with sweatshirts

lucky, from May to September (or September

as the sun goes down. You’re tired from the sun

to May, if you love frozen toboggan runs and

and refreshed from the water, and you find

snowmobiles) waiting for you to make your

it doesn’t much matter where you started;

story: Hooking bait for toddlers, building sand

the lake weekends always end up as the best

castles on the shore. Tubing in boat-made

weekends for a great story.

wake and floating to watch fireworks. And
you thought Indiana was landlocked. Dining
on homemade margaritas and guacamole as
the rest of dinner sizzles on the grill. Falling
out of kayaks and hammocks. Sitting around

Northern Indiana is home
to over 200 fishing and
recreation lakes.

LAKE JAMES, ANGOLA

OUR BIG TIME SPORTS
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OUR BIG TIME SPORTS

A summer evening at Parkview Field
conjures

up

the

colleagues, friends and family. The crowd of

familiar—overflowing

thousands in the stands, any night of the week,

containers of popcorn, how the sunset switches

delivers energy and vibrance to the urban

to stadium lights, how the bat cracks and the

core. It’s the same with all of Northeast Indiana

crowd cheers when the guy with quick hands
catches the foul ball and presents it to the
grateful kid in the row behind him. Parkview
Field, named a “Best Ballpark in America” and
the home of San Diego Padres’ Class A affiliate

Parkview Field was named
“Best Ballpark in America” by
Stadium Journey magazine.
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Fort Wayne TinCaps, brings all that and more,
including regular fireworks shows bursting

sports, whether you catch NCAA Division I

across the nighttime skyline. The ballpark has

teams at IPFW, Komet hockey on the ice, a

a magnetic force in downtown Fort Wayne,

roller derby bout or the Mad Ants’ future NBA

drawing folks—young professionals, kids

stars. Here, fans are not just spectators. Our

and parents—from all over Northeast Indiana

teams give us something to be proud of, gather

for an evening with mascot Johnny TinCap,

around, root for and be a part of.

PARKVIEW FIELD, FORT WAYNE
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OUR COUNTY FAIRS

OUR COUNTY FAIRS

DAIRY BARN, KENDALLVILLE

BROKEN HORN RODEO, KENDALLVILLE
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OUR COUNTY FAIRS

The week of a county fair and its

something new. In the end, Northeast Indiana

whirlwind of fair foods, live bands and crazy

is raising more than livestock and doing more

rides goes by fast. But it comes from an entire

than just having a great time at the fair. We’re

year of planning and training, and it results

building the ambition of entire generations

in decades of memories. The formative work

of kids—kids who turn into adults with

of 4-H builds as you watch the summers

agribusiness degrees, dedication and a love for

and the years go by. Each pie baked and

their community, leading the region into the

ribboned, each foal raised from a baby into a

future.

full-grown horse—these triumphs add layers
of responsibility and confidence to kids and
teens across the region. County fairs are about
much more than fried foods and bull riding—
though that’s a big part of the fun. You’re taking
on challenges that ask you to try and learn

More than 7,200 4-H’ers
participate in our county
fairs every year.

NOBLE COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS,
KENDALLVILLE
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OUR FAMOUS CHILDREN’S ZOO

INDONESIAN RAIN FOREST

AFRICAN VILLAGE

OUR FAMOUS CHILDREN’S ZOO
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AUSTRALIAN ADVENTURE
From Sherman Boulevard in Fort Wayne,

you and your family, and more than half a

you can take off to the African savannah, an

million visitors each year, to treetops shared

Australian coral reef or explore an Indonesian

with monkeys and to platforms for feeding

rain forest. From there, paths chosen at the Fort

giraffes. Any old afternoon suddenly becomes

Wayne Children’s Zoo allow kids and kids-at-

a wild childhood adventure story, one in which

heart to reach out to lions, climb in a kangaroo

you never know what’s waiting just around

pouch and measure up against orangutans.

the bend.

You’ll build memories leading your children
around the ring on their first pony ride and
relive your own childhood memories of
climbing into a saddle for the first time. (Ponies
are getting so much smaller these days, don’t
you think?) The easy access to discovery takes

Parents magazine named
the Fort Wayne Children’s
Zoo one of the nation’s
“Top Ten Zoos for Kids.”
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THIS IS SHIPSHEWANA

MENNO-HOF, SHIPSHEWANA

THE BLUE GATE RESTAURANT, SHIPSHEWANA

THIS IS SHIPSHEWANA

You’ll step out of the car and wonder

industry. Front porch chairs rock as steadily as

when the country roads turned into a time

the entrepreneurs and Amish families work.

machine. Horses and buggies line the streets,

Opportunity and community are found as

hitching posts stand in parking lots, bed-and-

easily as the locally made, quality products in

breakfasts compete in quaintness, and the

the storefronts. From furniture and pride to a

history and heritage of the Amish is honored.

laid-back lifestyle and your next rural story, it’s

Yet, with a closer look at this place that is like

Made Here, in Shipshewana.
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no other, you’ll see this town has not become
lost in time, but is intent on keeping it. The
cheerful shopkeepers have learned their craft
since childhood, or they’ve left, only to return
committed to the family business. This is not a
place you stumble upon, but a place you seek
out. The peace and quiet balance the trade and

Over half a million
visitors per year come
from around the world to
enjoy Shipshewana.

MILLER BUGGY LINE TOURS,
SHIPSHEWANA
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A WORLD-CLASS SYMPHONY

MASTERWORKS FINALE,
EMBASSY THEATRE, FORT WAYNE

A WORLD-CLASS SYMPHONY
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FORT WAYNE PHILHARMONIC, EMBASSY THEATRE, FORT WAYNE
Your first experience in the historic

into bold, new directions, and it’s taking the

Embassy Theatre listening to The Fort Wayne

Northeast Indiana community with it. A night

Philharmonic—an orchestra that is the envy

out at the symphony is not how you imagine

of other communities—is one of those moments

it, until you experience it. Only then do you

you just can’t shake. The evening builds as

understand—it’s beyond your imagination.

the strings and horns come together, the

The Phil has become the soundtrack to any

performers and the audience seem to merge

story Made Here.

into one, and you realize that all present just
experienced a unique moment of live music.
From performances at the Arts United Center,
the Fort Wayne Museum of Art, and unexpected
regional venues like Main Street in Roanoke
or a park amphitheater, The Phil is racing off

More than 220,000 people
annually enjoy The Phil’s
450 performances.
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LIVE MUSIC, LAST CALL

CALHOUN STREET BLOCK PARTY,
DOWNTOWN FORT WAYNE

BRASS RAIL, FORT WAYNE

LIVE MUSIC, LAST CALL

EMBASSY THEATRE, FORT WAYNE
When any Saturday night in Northeast

the sound, are not ones you’ll forget soon. Local

Indiana can turn into the best night of the

artists or nationally known, no difference. The

year, you know you’re not just in a city that has

live music scene in Northeast Indiana rivals

music—you’re in place that loves music. Culture

those in the “big city.” But it’s celebrated here,

is actively promoted and encouraged. From a

Made Here, like nowhere else.

punk rock bar or an outdoor amphitheater to
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an intimate show or baseball stadium turned
concert hall, you can find a night out and live
music nearly any time you’re looking for it.
And the memories you’ll make listening to
a favorite artist paired with a world-class
symphony, or just being with your favorite
friends in the bar’s back corner shouting over

The Allen County War
Memorial Coliseum hosts
more than 1,500 concerts
and events—and one million
visitors—every year.
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Thank you to those who participated and
contributed in order to make this possible.

Northeast Indiana is serious about talent.

growing talent in the region. That’s why the

In fact, the region’s Vision 2020 initiative—

Partnership’s staff from the Talent Initiative

backed by over 100 regional leaders on the

and Vision 2020, along with multiple

Regional Opportunities Council—adopted

educational

a mission for the region: to develop, attract

partners, have collaborated to create the

and retain talent. We know it’s people like

Made Here Communications Campaign, of

you that can make Northeast Indiana a top

which this book is a part.

global competitor and that’s why we wanted
to share our story with you.

institutions

and

business

If you’re already living in Northeast Indiana,
thank you for being a part of our story. And

The Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership,

if you’re considering moving here, we can’t

the economic development organization that

wait to meet you.

spearheads Vision 2020, is committed to

© 2012 Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership
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